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How did a single "genesis event" create billions of galaxies, black holes, stars and planets? How
did atoms assemble -- here on earth, and perhaps on other worlds -- into living beings intricate
enough to ponder their origins? What fundamental laws govern our universe?This book
describes new discoveries and offers remarkable insights into these fundamental questions.
There are deep connections between stars and atoms, between the cosmos and the microworld.
Just six numbers, imprinted in the "big bang," determine the essential features of our entire
physical world. Moreover, cosmic evolution is astonishingly sensitive to the values of these
numbers. If any one of them were "untuned," there could be no stars and no life. This realization
offers a radically new perspective on our universe, our place in it, and the nature of physical laws.

From The New Yorker"Rees...has written a brief, readable, and profoundly instructive account of
where cosmological knowledge stands at this moment..."Review"[Just Six Numbers] manages
to be both a deep and an accessible book..." -- New York Times"a most unconventional page-
turner: as with all the best thrillers, one is left dying to know what will happen next." -- The
Economist ReviewAbout the AuthorMartin Rees is a leading researcher on cosmic evolution,
black holes, and galaxies. He has himself originated many key ideas, and brings a unique
perspective to themes discussed in this book. He is currently a Royal Society Research
Professor, and Great Britain's Astronomer Royal. Through based in Cambridge University for
most of his career, he travels extensively, and collaborates wit many colleagues in the U.S. and
elsewhere. He is an enthusiast for international collaboration in research, and is a member of
several foreign academies.Read more
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Sotto voce, “An enjoyable, fascinating and provocative adventure. So I have seen this book for a
while. It seemed to be calling me for 10 years. Every time I saw the book my mind went off into a
tangent of what it must be about ... 6 physical constants, invariant in time and space? It doesn't
seem to make sense. I think if my count is right in physics we have 5 Planck dimensions + 12
electromagnetic constants + 11 nuclear constants + 13 physical chemistry constants + 5
adopted values. None are reducible. None can be imputed mathematically. Change one by even
a single part in a billion and the apple cart of this universe is convulsively changed. If we could
figure out the significance and meaning of the rules of the road, then perhaps we can draw a set
of elegant conclusions and win the Nobel.As a technologist in my chosen niche, I tend to hobby
reach for the stuff that I would not ordinarily consider in the course of paying the rent. I've also
been fascinated for years by Feynman's quote from 1985 "QED: The strange theory of light and
matter":writing on the fine-structure constant of 1/137.063 ... "It's one of the greatest damn
mysteries of physics: a magic number that comes to us with no understanding by man. You
might say the "hand of God" wrote that number, and "we don't know how He pushed his pencil."
We know what kind of a dance to do experimentally to measure this number very accurately, but
we don't know what kind of dance to do on the computer to make this number come out, without
putting it in secretly..." .All of the constants have a curious 'magic' in space-time as they
intermingle in their extrordinarily precise operation. With QM, the predictive precision is
unprecedented. It might take a lot of time and experience, but every physicist (I think) must come
to the irreducible question of "Why?". The pursuit of "Why?" might seem to separate physics
from other sciences at core. Physicists are driven by "Why?" to get the "How?". The "How?",
then "Why?" is the alternative. Until we know "Why?", capturing "How?" feels incomplete. So as
the title "Just Six Numbers" suggests, Rees attempts to name the tune of the universe in just 6
notes.Dr. Martin Rees is an important mind. What he writes must be considered. His tenure is so
long and his experience so great that he can speak in ways few peers would attempt and he will
not so easily preclude the chance of "a finely tuned" universe. What he writes here is not at all
what I anticipated. The 6 numbers cover three aspects. The first two numbers relate to basic
forces. Then, two aspects to align the overall size and texture of the universe. And finally, two
aspects to address the properties of space itself. And finally, a consideration regarding the
synergy of the 6 aspectsFor some scientific readers, a finely tuned and a decided bias of
avoiding intelligent design that Rees considers in context with known science must seem an
abomination. My recommendation to those firmly decided on the nature of the universe, that this
is not the read for you. On the other hand, it seems that not all is certain to explain a formulaic
reality or untestable, un-provable infinitely probabilistic QM multiverse variant. If you have a
background in physics, the book can be a deep exploration and even difficult. If not, it certainly
must be at least interesting. Rees's 6 number proposition requires intellectual effort. For the
hobbyist, it might seem a robust and easy read. The concepts are easy to understand, the



derivative science on which Rees tests his hypothesis is not.One reviewer suggest s
"unsupported metaphysical conclusion". Metaphysics seems by definition to not-be-physics. As
Rees goes to the boundary of the knowable and unknowable and questions "Why?", the lack of
an answer remains the question. Plumbing the physical/metaphysical boundary does not make
Rees wrong and makes the book far more interesting.The book needs an update from 1999.
More is now known and even more unknown to curiously support Rees's argument by degrees.
Current scientific readers will notice that the universe has grown by 2.7B years in the last 10
years for instance. As current physics, 4-stars instead of 5 solely for the lack easily updated
science.”

Odysseus at home, “Five stars or when every praise are deserved. From time to time we read a
book in which every praise --in the front or the back cover-- is deserved. This is the case of
Martin Rees' "Just six numbers." After reading it you discover with joy that the price you payed
was in correspondence with what you expected to get. In my case I expected to learn something
about these six numbers "that shape the Universe" and make it unique and suitable for us, and
that's what I got plus several insights and knowledge.The book is divided into 11 chapters of
which 6 are dedicated to the numbers themselves. Of those six numbers, in the author words:
"Two of them relate to the basic forces; two fix the size and 'overall' texture of our universe and
determine whether it will continue for ever; and two more fix the properties of space itself." With
respect to the other chapters they work as links between the numbers so you as a reader never
get lost in the details and can keep the general view over the big picture.Although the themes
are hard to the common reader (which is my case) the author provides good examples in order
to be understood: "We cannot distinguish two events [...] when the time interval between them is
less than the Planck time. These scales are smaller than atoms by just as much as atoms are
smaller than stars." No matter how hard the theme is, M. Rees manages himself somehow for
being comprehended.Now, and given that the topics touch different sensibilities, the author
provides his own vision about the fine tuning problem without being disqualifying. That's why
instead of closed statements he opts for new and open questions. In a word, he is polite. Very
polite indeed. You have to take into account that Rees is telling us that the universe is a perfectly
tuning machine so the answer appears almost spontaneously: Who did tune it? No matter what
you think or believe, the numbers and the harmony among them is astonishing. So we as
humans need somebody there in the origin just pressing the right buttons.Mr. Rees knows that
the discussion is not going to stop before the last human being breathes for the very last second
here on Earth. That's why he prefers to live without abandoning the search for the ultimate
answers. He needs to know how does the universe work and how it became the site we live in.
So that "...even if we know the basic laws, exploring how their consequences have unfolded over
cosmic history is an unending quest."As I have hinted, this book is for believers and not
believers. Everyone can drink from the waters of this (cosmic) river. It is full of knowledge and
savvy. You can read it in two days maybe one. Is cheap and it works very well as a link with more



recent titles as "The elegant universe" by Brian Greene, "A universe from nothing" by Lawrence
Krauss, and "Many worlds in one" by Alex Vilenkin. There are others, of course, but don't miss
the fact that "Just six..." is from year 2000 and several things have happened since then.Highly
recommended.”

Karola, “I can't stop falling asleep reading it, but I like it, it's quite mind blowing.. I love this book,
whenever I struggle to fall asleep I dive into this beauty, five pages and I'm gone. Whether it's
mid day or night this little book never fails to put me to sleep. It never happened to me before, I
love books. I suspect overload of science. I'm afraid I'm not sufficiently advanced. Btw book
came filthy. I mean really really filthy. I understand it was used but judging by the condition it was
more likely a welcome mat before I got it.”

david h kinnon, “Decent maths at the root of the Universe's existence. Terrific little volume
supporting the "Intelligent design" school of thought. The rationality and consistency of laws of
science, interpreted at heart by six mathematical relationships, is astounding. Hesitated before
buying it but wish I hadn't hesitated!”

RF Esher, “Masterly exposition, but some blips in the kindle edition. The six 'fundamental'
numbers serve as the launch point for a comprehensive and thought-provoking account of
everything from the sub-atomic to the universal. The style is clear but does make some
assumptions about the reader's existing knowledge. A couple of 'editorial' niggles: a somewhat
irritating over-use of 'inverted commas' (as in this review) and a few sentences in the Kindle
edition are 'garbled' and/or transposed, which makes some densely-argued 'passages' hard to
follow.”

Phil Headford, “Very re-readable. A fascinating overview of the (so far) mysteriously empirical
numbers that control the size and structure of our universe, even down to details such as the
chemical properties of the elements.Good reading for the science practitioner or (I imagine) the
layman. It may even be thought-provoking for mystics.”

The book by Frederick K. Lutgens has a rating of 5 out of 4.4. 334 people have provided
feedback.
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